
Ookpik Activity

An Ookpik is a traditional Intuit toy that was made by mothers for their

children to play with. The word "Ookpik" is the Inuit word for Snowy

Owl. They were usually made from sealskin but sometimes caribou hides

or wolf pelts were used instead. They have rather large heads and big

eyes.

The women used whatever they had available and you can, too. I have

used faux fur, felt, melton cloth, or even denim from old blue jeans.

They are fairly easy to make and do not require a sewing machine. The

Inuit women used an ulu to cut the hide, needles made from bone, and

sinew for thread. 

Fortunately , we have many conveniences they didn't enjoy. I have made

one ookpik by hand and all the others have been machine stitched. For

eyes I have used teddy bear eyes from the dollar store, white felt circles

with black button in the centre, or for a small child you may consider

embroidery to avoid choking hazards.
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What You'll Need

Fabric (new or used)

Contrasting fabric scraps

Two eyes of your choice

Fibrefill or any soft material for

stuffing

Thread and needle 

Fabric glue (optional)

Instructions

1. Cut out the pattern pieces as

indicated: 2 body parts and 1

bottom from the main fabric, and

2 feet and 1 beak from the

contrasting fabric.

2. Position the eyes and beak on

one of the body pieces and

attach by either stitching or

gluing.

3. Place the two body parts 

right sides together, and stitch by hand or 

machine using a 1/2 inch seam. Leave an opening

 in one side seam so you can add the stuffing.

4. Stitch the bottom of the body, again using a 1/2 inch seam.

5. Turn the Ookpik right side out, pulling it through the opening you left in

the seam.

6. Add stuffing to the head and body. I find a chopstick works well to get it

pushed into all the spaces.

7. Hand stitch the opening closed.

8. Attach the feet to the bottom by stitching or gluing. Depending on the

weight of your fabric you may want to interface the feet so the Ookpik is

steadier on his feet.
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